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Question 10: Employment sites 
 

 

 Making the intensification, modernisation and regeneration of employment sites 

conditional on more employment floorspace and jobs per hectare would appear to 

disregard the business needs of the operator and the need to improve efficiency and 

invest in capital. There is also the question of its enforceability. It would therefore appear 

not to be a positively-prepared or effective policy and appears contrary to the economic 

objective of the NPPF to support growth, innovation and improved productivity. We are 

minded to recommend the deletion of this element of the policy. The Council are invited 

to comment. 

 
10.1 The purpose of the policy is to ensure that, given the significant constraints on land in 

the city, employment sites are intensified to make best and most efficient use of the 

limited resource in a way that maximises economic impact. The policy therefore 

requires employment sites that are being modernised to increase the density of 

development in the form of either additional floorspace or through the creation of 

more jobs or if possible both. As currently drafted the policy requires more employment 

floorspace and jobs per hectare. This was a drafting error as the policy should have 

been framed as an and/or requirement. A modification to correct this is proposed at the 

end of this response. 

 

10.2 We do not consider that this policy is going to impose constraints on the delivery of 

employment land in the city. This is a continuation of a long standing policy approach, 

which has proved successful as Oxford’s economy has continued to grow. The 

University of Oxford has been particularly active over recent years in modernising some 

of their key sites such as the Old Road Campus, the Science Area in the city centre and 

the Radcliffe Observatory Quarter. The Oxford Trust working with Oxford Innovation 

have recently completed the redevelopment of Stansfeld Park in Headington, which 

provides new innovation space for start-up and grow on businesses which has also 

freed up more floorspace within their existing premises in New Road in the city centre. 

These historic trends are summarised later in this answer. 

 

10.3 Paragraph 80 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) says the approach 

taken to the economy should allow each area to build on its strengths, counter any 

weaknesses and address the challenges of the future. Sustainable economic growth 

should be encouraged (paragraph 81). The policy approach taken forward fully accords 

with national advice in the NPPF 2019 that requires new development to be sustainable 

and is therefore considered to be sound and positively made. The supporting text in the 

spatial strategy, makes it clear that the ‘focus of new development will be on 
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intensifying development on previously developed land as this is not only best practice 

but essential in a constrained urban environment like Oxford.’  

 

10.4 The city is constrained within tightly drawn administrative boundaries, with the Green 

Belt and flood plain extending into the urban area and the Green Belt surrounding and 

containing the spread of the city. In these circumstances the amount of land available is 

at an acute shortage and in demand from competing uses. The very limited amount of 

land and the severe need for housing means that opportunities to meet the identified 

need for additional employment land within the city are largely restricted to existing 

employment sites. It was therefore felt that it was justified that the Oxford Local Plan 

2036 promotes a policy approach that seeks to maximise the efficient use of these 

existing employment sites. Given the limited employment land supply there are very 

few new green field employment sites being proposed, the proposed approach relies on 

intensifying existing sites. 

 

10.5      The Local Plan does not include any additional employment land over and above that 

allocated in the Core Strategy, which allocated the Northern Gateway (Oxford North) 

that is now the subject of a ‘live’ planning application. The approach has therefore 

focused on the modernisation and intensification of existing employment sites. Other 

existing sites which are not performing well or which make inefficient use of land will be 

encouraged to modernise, to better utilise the space. In addition there is some 

remaining land at Oxford Business Park and Oxford Science Park to be fully developed 

out and therefore will intensify the site by increasing floorspace and jobs per hectare.          

 

Oxford’s economic growth 

 

10.6    Oxford’s employment sites have by necessity been intensifying in this way for some 

considerable time. The Oxford City Employment Land Assessment (ELA) includes an 

assessment of historic trends and demand for space. This showed that between 2000 

and 2012 there had been a significant growth in office space in Oxford, and during the 

same period office jobs increased steadily whilst manufacturing jobs declined. However 

no significant new land for employment has come forward for development during this 

period. This growth has largely been achieved through intensification of existing sites. 

An assessment of the ‘drivers for growth’ in the ELA showed that the city has been 

performing well according to a range of economic indicators over recent years and the 

expectation is that this will continue. For example, Oxford has seen a strong growth in 

private sector jobs 17.8% during the period from 2004-2014 placing the city second 

outside London.  At the time Oxford experienced the 6th fastest rate of growth in 

employment of any UK city, with a rise of 5.9% as compared to the UK average of 2.7% 

(Centre for Cities, 2016).   
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10.7    The forecasts show that Oxford’s population and job creation is likely to increase 

significantly in the future. The Employment Land Needs Assessment (2018) concludes 

that there is a ‘forecast need for 135,004 sqm’ of additional employment forecast 

between 2016 and 2033. The majority of this need is for B1 floorspace (113,535 sqm). 

The experience in the city is that B1 office space is being used more efficiently and 

therefore either buildings are being reconfigured to accommodate increased job 

density within the building or sites being developed to increase floorspace. The 

intensification of land or buildings may not be business specific. For example, office 

buildings that currently house a single business may be intensified and modernised to 

allow multiple businesses to be accommodated as working practices change therefore 

not increasing floorspace but allowing for an increase of jobs. The policy approach to 

employment sites therefore seeks to support sustainable development and build on 

Oxford’s economic strengths to meet the future need for B1 space. We have 

acknowledged through the SoCG with BMW that, given their industry needs, they 

potentially may intensify their productivity on site without an increase of jobs or 

floorspace. We have made clear in the proposed modification that this is acceptable as 

long as the land is retained for employment use, which it would be. We consider that 

the site specific considerations of BMW are unusual in the Oxford context and given the 

majority of growth in the economy is expected in the evidence base to be in B1 office 

space the policy approach in Policy E1 is wholly justified.  

 

Business needs of the operator and the need to improve efficiency and invest in capital 

 

10.8 Oxford City Council (the City Council) is very active in working with the business 

community to better understand their needs and promote greater efficiencies. This is 

reflected in the development of an Economic Growth Strategy 2015, which comprised 

workshops to hear from businesses and make sure the strategy positively responded to 

their requirements. The City Council has an Economic Development Team that regularly 

meets representatives from local businesses through the Oxford Business Forum and 

holds separate one-to-one meetings with key business leaders to discuss issues of 

concern.   

 

10.9 There have been very few objections raised by businesses to this proposed policy 

approach. In fact, Thomas White (representing Oxford North); the Oxford Science Park 

and; the Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust all submitted 

representations which were broadly supportive of the approach to modernisation, 

intensification and making the best and most efficient use of land as set out in Policy E1. 

As mentioned above, an objection was raised by BMW regarding the lack of new jobs 

likely to be generated in the immediate future; this would be part of a longer term 

modernisation of this site. The City Council discussed this matter with BMW and agreed 

that, overall, the future development of this site would make better and more efficient 
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use of the land and secure the jobs for the long-term. This issue has therefore been 

agreed by both parties through a Statement of Common Ground. However, we 

recognise that there may be circumstances whereby other employers wish to 

redevelop, intensify or regenerate their sites but this may not be able to achieve an 

increase in floorspace or jobs whilst meeting the business’s requirements. 

 

10.10 The Statement of Common Ground with the BMW Group sets out proposed 

modifications to Site Allocation Policy SP9, and recognises that ‘Policies E1 and SP9 

should be read together and that planning applications for future development at the 

MINI Oxford Plant site may not result in more employment floorspace and/ or more 

jobs per hectare. The reason for this is cited as the result of technological 

improvements specific to their industry. The revised Policy SP9 recognises the 

requirements set out in Policy E1 in the second paragraph of the policy as set out in the 

Statement of Common Ground.   

 

Proposed modification 

 

10.11 As explained, the aim of this policy approach is solely to promote ‘sustainable’ forms of 

development and principally to make efficient and effective use of employment sites 

due to the significant land constraints of the city. We consider that this approach is 

‘sound’ and has been positively prepared and will contribute towards the achievement 

of sustainable development. The policy is fully justified by the need to make future 

provision for the additional employment floorspace identified in the Employment Land 

Assessment (ELA). Every effort needs to be made to maximise the number of jobs 

delivered through the modernisation and regeneration of existing employment sites. 

We consider that this approach is consistent with national policy, in particular 

paragraphs 35 and 80 of the NPPF 2019. We therefore think that the policy approach 

being proposed will be effective in seeking high density development that makes the 

best and most efficient use of employment land in a constrained city and in these 

circumstances we do not consider that any changes are necessary to make the plan 

sound.   

 

10.12 Notwithstanding the above, we have suggested wording clarifications to ensure the 

policy is effective, given the Inspectors’ concerns.  The aim of this modification is to 

clarify that the purpose of the policy is to ensure the best and most efficient use of land 

is achieved. The expectation is that sites will be intensified by increasing jobs on site 

and / or by bringing forward more employment floorspace.  

  

10.13 We consider that it would be an exceptional circumstance for a site owner to want to 

develop an employment site without either increasing floorspace or jobs.  We consider 

that through consultation we have identified one strategic employment site (MINI Plant 
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Oxford) where this could occur and have already proposed a main modification to 

ensure our strategy is effective in supporting this key employer (MM.17 set out within 

CSD.10). The proposed modification relating to the relationship between Policy E1 and 

Policy SP9 proposed as part of MM17 is set out below:  

 
Planning permission will be granted for B1, B2 uses.  B8 uses will be permitted where 

they directly support the employment uses at the site.  No other non-employment 

uses will be permitted on this Category 1 employment site except for the reasons 

set out in Policy E1.Planning permission will not be granted for any other uses.  

 

 Notwithstanding the requirement in Policy E1 for an increase in employment 

floorspace for an increase in employment floorspace and jobs per hectare, 

planning permission will be granted for development on this site that results in a 

loss of employment floorspace or jobs per hectare where land is retained for B1, 

B2 and B8 uses associated with operations at MINI Plant Oxford… 

 

10.14 We consider that the following proposed modification would allow the greatest amount 

of flexibility for a business or company to modernise their site to fully meet their 

operational needs. This proposed change has the additional benefit of being very 

positive in supporting businesses wishing to regenerate their sites. It still requires most 

efficient use of land, which is essential to attempting to meet employment needs in a 

constrained city. It would however not require businesses to demonstrate an increase 

in both floorspace and jobs.   

 

10.15 We suggested the following amendment to the wording of the Policy E1: Employment 

sites:  

 

Intensification of uses 

Planning permission will be granted for the intensification, modernisation and 

regeneration of any further employment uses on existing employment sites where 

if it can be demonstrated that the development: 

i) allows for higher-density development (with more employment floorspace 

and jobs per hectare) that seeks to make the best and most efficient use of 

land that results in more employment floorspace and/or jobs on site; and… 
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